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Executive Summary
Improving Arctic maritime communications is a critical initiative within the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) Arctic
Strategy Implementation Plan. Low earth, polar orbiting, small satellite technology (CubeSats), potentially
offers useful solutions to connect maritime operators conducting maritime missions in US Extended
Economic Zone (EEZ) with their respective command and control. Traditionally, marine vessels operating
across the Bering, Chukchi and Beaufort Seas experience limited, to very limited ability to communicate
real-time at extended ranges from shore-based facilities.
U.S. Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology (S&T) Borders and Maritime Division
(BMD), HQ USCG Assistant Commandant for Acquisitions, (CG-9) and USCG Research and Development
Center, (USCG RDC) and DHS S&T Office of University Program’s (OUP) Arctic Domain Awareness Center
(ADAC) are pursuing efforts to increase Arctic Maritime Domain Awareness.
In response to USCG RDC CubeSat research to improve Arctic Communications, ADAC presented a Project
Pre-proposal to DHS S&T OUP, HQ USCG CG-9 and USCG RDC to support USCG RDC existing CubeSat
research in March 2017. University of Alaska Fairbank’s (UAF) Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) authored this
project pre-proposal. The following TORP builds on that prior pre-proposal.
ASF proposes to set up, house, test, and maintain a prototype high-latitude ground station that will
downlink maritime domain information and communications collected from CubeSats passing over the
Arctic for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) United States Coast Guard (USCG) Research and
Development Center (RDC). This work is in scope of the Basic Ordering Agreement (BOA) between ADAC
and DHS in that it involves:
•
•

•

Testing and evaluating capabilities to provide Arctic Domain Awareness;
Improving command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities and enhancing information collection for maximum use in the
Arctic environment;
Providing subject matter expertise in Arctic environments.

In this study, project team proposes to build and test a Mobile Cubesat Command and Control (MC3)
ground station at University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), Fairbanks, Alaska, as part of the ASF’s CubeSat
Antenna Farm Experiment (CAFE). ASF’s CAFE will provide a vital ground segment in the evaluation of
USCG use of CubeSats in support of Arctic communications. Incidental to the planned research effort, this
investigation will benefit future UAF CubeSat academic programs and research. This includes
demonstrations and evaluations of CubeSat technology to test the capabilities of these assets to monitor
the Arctic and improve Arctic communications for the USCG.

Applicable Documents
The following documents may be helpful to the contractor in performing the work described in this
document:
1. Mobile CubeSat Command and Control Assembly and Lessons Learned, Gregory C. Morrison,
http://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/5522;
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2. Mobile Cubesat Command and Control (MC3), Robert C. Griffith
http://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/5591;
3. Mobile CubeSat Command and Control (MC3) 3-meter Dish Calibration and Capabilities, Sarah M.
Alcaide http://calhoun.nps.edu/handle/10945/42572;
4. DHS USCG Research and Development Center Statement of Work (SOW) for Fairbanks, AK MC3
Ground Station Support;
5. Exploring Enhancements to Arctic Communications and Domain Awareness Using the ASF CubeSat
Antenna Farm Experiment (CAFE), ADAC Outline for New Research, March 10, 2017 (Attachment
2). Proposal submitted to U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology, Office
of University Programs, in support of ADAC Federal Coordinating Committee Biennial Review,
March 15, 2017.

Background and Rationale
The USCG’s mission in the Arctic is complex and challenging, encompassing many aspects of marine safety,
law enforcement, and security. The U.S. Arctic includes areas with limited infrastructure and extreme
conditions off the coast of Alaska and the Arctic Ocean. Included in their mission set is marine search and
rescue, humanitarian assistance and disaster response, which in the Arctic often occurs in complex,
difficult, and dynamic sea ice conditions. Communications throughout the Arctic has been a perennial
problem, with limited effectiveness of High Frequency (HF), Very High Frequency (VHF) (including marine
bands) and cellular communications, due to the polar physical environment and limited shore based
infrastructure. Satellite Communications (SATCOM) are often unavailable above 82 degrees. Further,
small numbers of existing polar orbiting satellites provide limited communications coverage. As a result,
USCG operations at sea across the Arctic have a difficult, if not impossible, task to maintain connectivity to
command and control echelons. Such a lack of connectivity, increases risk of successfully meeting mission
tasks in safety, law enforcement and security.
Due to low cost and planned proliferation, polar orbiting CubeSats could be of great importance when
handling the large expanse of the Arctic and the many challenges it presents. In particular, due to low
high demand and low density of space-based platforms, satellite communications have traditionally been
prohibitively expensive.
In the last few years, there has been an explosion of CubeSat space missions. These small, low-cost
satellites offer a potential solution to communications in the Arctic. CubeSats are affordable, quickly
constructed and launched as secondary payloads on bigger rockets. Due to ability to place a small
assemblage at relatively low cost, CubeSats launched into low earth, polar orbits offer great promise for
the Arctic. Due to a low earth orbit flight regime, these small satellites return to polar regions about every
90 minutes and a constellation with good revisit time can be built via a small number of satellites. A lowcost concept for USCG Arctic communication can be developed and tested rapidly using existing designs
and, more importantly, using existing communication infrastructure on USCG vessels.
An important element of a new Arctic communication architecture will be an Arctic-based ground
segment to facilitate the connection between Coast Guard vessels, CubeSats, USCG operating networks.
ASF, part of the Geophysical Institute at the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), has been in operations
for over 25 years, providing space-borne data and information in large volumes at high speeds. Specialists
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in synthetic aperture radar, ASF staff are adept at getting information from large amounts of complex data
and providing it in near-real time to their customers.
Figure 1 shows the ASF mask in relation to the USCG
area of responsibility for Arctic maritime operations.
Inside the ASF mask, the ASF CAFE can downlink and
uplink information to satellites overhead, allowing for
fast delivery of data. As part of the Geophysical
Institute, ASF fully understands and integrates into the
remote-sensing research community. ASF strives to
maximize investments to support and provide useful
information to scientists, government agencies, and
operational decision makers.
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) is developing the
Mobile CubeSat Command and Control (MC3) System, a
growing network of remotely operated autonomous
ground stations that supports DoD, DHS, and
educational CubeSat Research and Development (R&D)
programs. UAF will be part of the system with the planned installation of one of the antenna systems
developed for MC3 in the ASF CAFE.
DHS S&T’s current CubeSat project, Polar Scout, will begin with a proof of concept demonstration where a
mix of government- and commercially-owned small satellites will provide services to locate emergency
beacons used by mariners in distress. The proof of concept fills an immediate need for the USCG’s mission
partner, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), who currently locates
emergency beacons from low earth orbit with an array of Earth observation satellites nearing an end of
life. Polar Scout provides opportunity for new partnerships for the USCG across the maritime community,
through strengthening collaboration on cutting-edge technology. University of Alaska, in particular, UAF
and ASF, in collaboration with ADAC, (as a dedicated DHS Center of Maritime Research in science and
technology), is ready to contribute to leverage Polar Scout to the benefit of the USCG Arctic operator.

Tasking Requirements for ASF’s CAFE
Phase 1: Preparation and Installation of MC3 in ASF’s CAFE
1.1 Task 1. Research Project Initiation Meeting
1.1.1

ASF will schedule and participate in a project kickoff in accordance with the ADAC BOA. ASF will
provide agenda items for the meeting to the Contracting Officer Representative (COR)/Project
Manager (PM) and participate in the Kick-off Meeting, tentatively planned 14 days of award. ASF
will be responsible for the Meeting Minutes (Deliverable 1).

1.1.2

ASF will provide a draft Project Plan (Deliverable 2) at the Kick-off Meeting for Government to
review and comment. The project plan will include a schedule for completing Phase 1, Task 2. ASF
will provide a final Project Plan to the COR/PM based upon feedback from the Project Initiation
Meeting.
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1.2 Task 2. Ground Station Pre-Installation
1.2.1

USCG project lead(s) review and approve ASF’s proposed surface location, layout, and utilities,
prior to construction and installment.

1.2.2

ASF will provide a surface in a secure area that meets the specifications and requirements of the
prototype ground station. These requirements include power, network connectivity, unobstructed
view to the sky, adequate structural support for the antenna system and radome. S-Band
Requirements are in the table below:

Table 1: S-Band Antenna Surface Requirements
1.2.2.1 an unobstructed view to the sky above 15 degrees
1.2.2.2 adequate structural support for the antenna system and radome
1.2.2.3 power and data cables rising inside of the planned radome, where the power service
to the S-Band antenna surface will be 4 wire 3-phase 120/208 VAC 30 Amps
1.2.2.4 internet connectivity via CAT5 cable

Table 2: UHF Antenna Surface Requirements
1.2.2.5 a mast to support a UHF Band antenna to be mounted to a 2.25 in O.D./2.08 in I.D.
vertical pipe at least 9 feet above ground, in close proximity to the S-Band antenna
1.2.2.6 the mast will meet the specifications and requirements of the M2 Antenna Systems,
Inc. UHF-Band Field Support Tactile Unit (prototype UHF antenna)
1.2.2.7 two 2-inch conduits from the base of the UHF band antenna mast to the S-band
antenna surface rising inside of planned radome will be provided
1.3 Task 3. Ground Station Equipment Storage
ASF will provide storage for Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) near Fairbanks, Alaska, from on
or about 1 July 2017 until the date of the Ground Station Set Up/Installation. Project Principal
Investigator (PI) provides approximate dimensions and weight for packages containing the GFE. PI
notes, packages shall not be stacked.
• Package 1: 79” x 75” x 55”, 680 lbs.
• Package 2: 96” x 87” x 77”, 1200 lbs.
• Package 3: 93” x 42” x 35”, 465 lbs.
• Package 4: 90” x 90” x 36”, 1250 lbs.
• Package 5: 80” x 50” x 32”, 400 lbs.
1.4 Task 4. Ground Station Installation Assistance
1.4.1

ASF will provide transportation of GFE from the storage facility to the ground station, installation
surface. ASF Operations Manager and USCG project officer/COR mutually agree to this date for
assistance. Both USCG and UA parties understand transportation assistance is immediately prior
to ground station installation.

1.4.2

ASF will provide one ASF Ground Station Engineer to assist the RDC with antenna system and
radome set up. The labor for this task is not to exceed 80 hours of this Engineer. ASF Operations
Manager and USCG project officer/COR mutually agree to dates planned for assistance. Both
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USCG and UA parties understand engineering and technical assistance is between late August
2017 and early September 2017.
1.5 Task 5. Use of Land and Utilities
ASF will provide the ground station surface and utilities described in Task 2 until 30 September 2018.

Phase 2: On-orbit operations and testing
2.1 Task 6. Evaluation of Ground Station Reliability
2.1.1. ASF will work with the USCG project officer/COR to develop test plans and metrics for end-to-end
testing of the prototype ground station.
2.1.2. If the Government detects a ground station failure, the government will notify the ASF Operations
Manager by phone or e-mail. ASF will take initial action to begin resolving anomalies or failures
within three days of notification. If possible, ASF will affect basic repairs (e.g., weatherproofing,
connector/transmission line repair, power resets) to restore ground station operation.
2.1.3. ASF will track mean time between failures and mean time to repair.
2.1.4. ASF keep a log on all maintenance activities performed on the MC3 ground station. The log will
include date, time, maintenance performed. ASF submits log entries as part of monthly reports
(Deliverable 3).
2.1.5. At the completion of the evaluation (Aug 31, 2018), ASF will submit a briefing (Deliverable 4) that
provides mean time between failures, mean time to repair, and any recommendations to the
design to improve reliability. ASF will not exceed 100 hours of direct labor charges from time of
installation to 30 September 2018.
2.2 Task 7. Progress Reporting
ASF will provide Monthly Progress Reports (Deliverable 3) and a Final Progress Report (Deliverable 5)
via electronic mail. These reports will include a summary of the ASF work performed on this project,
including a breakdown of labor hours by labor category, all direct costs by line item, an assessment of
technical progress, schedule status, and any contractor concerns or recommendations for the
previous reporting period.

Phase 3: Potential Future Follow-on Research Activities
3.1
3.2
3.3

Collaborate on projects using students from the UA System and the NPS, potentially developing new
hardware and software for use on future CubeSats.
Design, build and implement new subsystems for the future CubeSats.
UAF to train U.S. Coast Guard Academy (USCGA) cadets on space operations and theory pertaining
to CubeSats. ADAC’s Summer Intern Program (ASIP) provides one established venue for such
educational benefit to incoming USCG commissioned officer force.
Funding consideration for additional research activities is outside this TORP. ADAC and ASF will
provide scoping for an amendment to this TORP or a new TORP for Phase 3 activities if approved by
HQ USCG/USCG RDC.
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Additional Considerations
As per coordination between USCG and University of Alaska parties (including ASF and ADAC), all
information and deliverables under this task order are Unclassified and will not require access to Sensitive
but Unclassified (SBU) information.
ASF will furnish all facilities, materials, equipment and services necessary to fulfill the requirements of this
task order, except for the Government Furnished Resources specified in SOW 1.3 and SOW 4.

USCG Responsibilities
As the government party, USCG provides an example ground station pre-installation layout, in order to
show a possible layout of the surface and equipment needed to support the MC3 ground station (Task
2.2.2)
The Government will provide the equipment listed in Attachment 1 to the contractor for work required
under this task order:
The contractor shall use Government furnished equipment (GFE), and supplies only for the performance of
work under this task order. The Government will provide the following information, data, and documents
to the contractor for work required under this task order:
•
•
•
•

Ground Station Specifications and Requirements (e.g. power, network/internet speed requirements,
etc.)
Pacific Radomes 18ft Radome with 24 in Riser drawing
M2 Antenna Systems, Inc. S Band Deployable Ruggedized Communication Equipment Drawings and
Manuals
Example MC3 Ground Station Layout

ASF will use Government Furnished Information (GFI), data, and documents only for the performance of
work under this task order. ASF will not release GFI, data, and documents to outside parties without the
prior and explicit consent of the Contracting Officer.

Cost Summary
Total project costs: $140,998

Object Class
Phase 1
Phase 2
Total Funding
Salary and Fringe Benefits $ 14,712.00 $ 10,477.00 $ 25,189.00
Travel
$
$
$
Contractual
$ 60,000.00 $ 28,600.00 $ 88,600.00
Commodities
$
$
$
Equipment
$
$
$
Other
$
$
$
Indirect
$ 7,437.00 $ 19,772.00 $ 27,209.00
Total
$ 82,149.00 $ 58,849.00 $ 140,998.00
Phase 1 costs include planning, site preparations, and installation costs only. Operation costs will not start
until Phase 2.
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These costs include 1% effort as required by the University of Alaska, Board of Regents Policy for UAF PI,
Nettie LaBelle-Hamer and ADAC Executive Director, Randy (Church) Kee. Additional funding is requested
for W. Albright at 32 hours, T. Sielicki for 20 hours, and J. Beiderbeck for 80 hours. A leave rate of 20.0%
for Executive salaries and 21.9% for Exempt salaries is included. Fringe benefits rates are applied in
accordance with UA’s federally approved fringe benefit rates. Annual escalation amounts have been
factored starting in FY18 for all employees except LaBelle-Hamer and Kee.
Additional funding is requested for fabrication costs in the amount of $60,000 by UAF facility Services;
fabrication will occur in a secured location. Indirect is charged in keeping with the University of Alaska
Anchorage’s and Fairbanks’ federally approved negotiated rates for on campus research. Facilities and
Administrative (F&A) Costs are negotiated with the Office of Naval Research and for sponsored research
are calculated at 51.2% (UAA) and 50.5% (UAF) of the Modified Total Direct Costs (MTDC). MTDC includes
Total Direct Costs minus tuition, scholarships, subaward amounts over $25,000, participant support costs,
and equipment.
Total Costs for Phase 1: $82,149
Phase 2 costs include 1% effort per year as required by the University of Alaska Board of Regents Policy for
UAF PI, Nettie La Belle and ADAC Executive Director, Randy (Church) Kee. A leave rate of 20.0% for
Executive salaries and 21.9% for Exempt salaries is included. Fringe benefits rates are applied in
accordance with UA’s federally approved fringe benefit rates.
Additional funding is requested for ASF Enterprise Operations will implement a flat annual fee that
includes administration support, project management, power, communication, infrastructure, but not
engineering time in the amount of $12,800 per year (two years with Phase 2). Engineering time for Phase
2 is in the Time & Materials line item. ASF will invoice for time when an ASF engineer tasked by the
project for longer than 30 minutes. Government reimburses materials at actual cost plus F&A. Indirect is
charged in keeping with the University of Alaska Anchorage’s and Fairbanks’ federally approved
negotiated rates for on campus research.
Facilities and Administrative (F&A) Costs are negotiated with the Office of Naval Research and for
sponsored research are calculated at 51.2% (UAA) and 50.5% (UAF) of the Modified Total Direct Costs
(MTDC). MTDC includes Total Direct Costs minus tuition, scholarships, subaward amounts over $25,000,
participant support costs, and equipment.
Total Costs for Phase 2: $58,849
Total Project Costs Requested: $140,998

Two Attachments provided:


Attachment 1: Deliverables and/or Responsibilities;



Attachment 2: Original Project Pre-proposal.
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Attachment 1: Deliverables and/or Responsibilities
ASF CAFE Deliverables & Responsibilities
ITEM

1

SOW

2.1

DELIVERABLE /
EVENT
Meeting Minutes

DUE BY/
GOVERNMENT
REVIEWS
7 days after Kickoff Meeting

2.1.1

Project Plan

Draft: At Kick-off
Meeting
Government
Review: During
Kick-off Meeting
Final: Within 7
days of
Government
review

3

2.7

Monthly
Progress
Reports1

15 days after
invoice period

4

2.6

MC3 Reliability
Briefing

14 September
2018

Final Progress
Report1

End of period of
performance
(without Financial
Statement)

2

5

2.7

DISTRIBUTION
COR
PM2
Contract Specialist –Transmittal Only

COR
PM2
Contract Specialist –Transmittal Only

COR
PM2
Contract Specialist
COR
PM2
Contract Specialist –Transmittal Only
COR
PM2
Contract Specialist

USCG Responsibilities
ITEM
FGSBRDC

FGUHFBFSTU
18’ Radome

DESCRIPTION
M2 Antenna Systems, Inc. - S Band
Deployable Ruggedized
Communication Equipment with
Mount
M2 Antenna Systems, Inc. UHF-Band
Field Support Tactile Unit
Pacific Radomes - 18ft Radome with 24
in Riser

LOCATION
Fairbanks, AK

QUANTITY
1

Fairbanks, AK
Fairbanks, AK
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Attachment 2: Original Project Pre-proposal

Arctic Domain Awareness Center: Outline for New Research, March 10, 2017
Exploring Enhancements to Arctic Communications and Domain
Awareness using the ASF CubeSat Antenna Farm Experiment (CAFE)
Dr. Nettie La Belle-Hamer and Tom Sielicki – University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF)
Dr. James Newman and Giovanni Minelli – Naval Postgraduate School (NPS)
LCDR Samuel Nassar – U.S. Coast Guard (USCG)

Background and Rationale
In this study, we propose to build and test an MC3 ground station at ASF ground station,
CAFE. ASF’s CAFE will provide a vital downlink to Polar Scout CubeSats and will support future UAF
CubeSat academic programs and research. This includes demonstrations and evaluations of CubeSat
technology to test the capabilities of these assets to monitor the Arctic and improve Arctic
communications for the USCG and its partners.
U.S. Coast Guard’s (USCG) mission in the Arctic is complex and challenging encompassing
many aspects of marine safety, law enforcement, and security. The U.S. Arctic includes areas with
limited infrastructure and extreme conditions off the coast of Alaska and the Arctic Ocean. Included in
their mission set is marine search and rescue, which in the Arctic often occurs in high seas, strong
winds, and unpredictable and changing sea ice conditions. Communications throughout the Arctic
has been a perennial problem with SATCOM often
unavailable above 82 degrees, limited satellite coverage,
spotty cellular services, and lack of telecommunications
infrastructure. In search and rescue cases, seconds and
minutes matter. Reducing notification time is critical to
saving lives at sea. This is particularly true in the Arctic
and Antarctic where conditions are unforgiving.
CubeSats could be of great importance when handling
the large expanse of the Arctic and the many challenges, it
presents, but space communication has traditionally been
prohibitively expensive. In the last few years, there has
been an explosion of CubeSat space missions. These small,
low-cost satellites offer a potential solution to
communications in the Arctic. CubeSats can be built
quickly and cheaply, and are launched as secondary
payloads on bigger rockets. CubeSats launched into polar
orbits offer great promise for the Arctic. They return to
Fig. 1. Relationship between the USCG Polar Regions about every 90 min and a constellation with
good revisit time can be built with just a few of them. A lowarea of responsibility for search and
rescue and the ASF Mask.
cost concept for USCG Arctic communication can be developed
and tested rapidly using existing designs and, more importantly, using existing communication
infrastructure on USCG vessels.
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An important element of a new Arctic communication architecture will be an Arctic-based
ground segment to facilitate the connection between Coast Guard vessels, CubeSats, and the rest of
the world. The Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF), part of the Geophysical Institute at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), has been in operations for over 25 years, providing space-borne data and
information in large volumes at high speeds. Specialists in synthetic aperture radar, ASF staff are
adept at getting information from large amounts of complex data and providing it in near-real time to
their customers. Figure 1 shows the ASF mask in relation to the USCG area of responsibility for
search and rescue. Inside the ASF mask, the ASF CAFE can downlink and uplink information to
satellites overhead, allowing for fast delivery of data. As part of the Geophysical Institute, ASF is fully
immersed in the remote-sensing research community and we are always looking for ways our data
can provide useful information to scientists, government agencies, and decision makers of all kinds.
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) is developing the Mobile CubeSat Command and
Control (MC3) System, a growing network of remotely operated autonomous ground stations that
supports DoD, DHS, and educational CubeSat R&D programs. UAF will be part of the system with the
planned installation of one of the antenna systems developed for MC3 in the ASF CAFE.
The Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology’s current CubeSat project,
Polar Scout, will begin with a proof of concept demonstration where a mix of government- and
commercially-owned small satellites will provide services to locate emergency beacons used by
mariners in distress. The proof of concept fills an immediate need for the USCG’s mission partner, the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), who currently locates emergency
beacons from low earth orbit with an array of Earth observation satellites nearing an end of life. Polar
Scout also serves as a catalyst for new partnerships for the USCG, across the maritime community and
is strengthening collaboration on cutting-edge technology. UAF and the ASF should be one of these
partners.
CMR-FOA Questions to be addressed





Topic 2c – Information and Intelligence Integration with Maritime Operations
Topic 2d – Arctic analysis. MDA and improved first responder’s information
Topic 3a and 3e – low-cost MDA technology

Approach
Our team will work to install the UHF and 3-m Sband antenna systems defined by MC3 in the ASF CAFE.
This installation will be a collaboration between the USCG,
NPS, and UAF/ASF. Once installed, CAFE will be used to
prototype rapid response to beacon distress signals from
ships located in the U.S. Arctic waters via CubeSats in polar
orbit.
A collaboration including government agencies,
private sector vendors, and academia, this project will
enhance the Coast Guard Research and Development Center
and United States Coast Guard Academy research
demonstrations involving small satellite capabilities just
getting underway. The National Aeronautical and Space
Administration (NASA) and Aerospace Corporation, a
Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC),
are providing the USCG and Department of Homeland Security
with design and technical consultation on potential nextphase architecture. This project expands the prototyping

Fig. 2. Concept of two-way
communication using CAFE and
CubeSat group.
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effort and enables exploration into the cutting-edge concepts, such as two-way communication using
existing hardware on the USCG vessels.
Expected Outcomes
We expect to generate the data and information to progress the goals of the MC3 project,
Project Polar Scout, UAF, and ADAC. This includes building the CAFE and testing the concept of
emergency beacon detection in the Arctic using multiple CubeSats and ASF has expanded MC3 ground
station. We also would like to explore the concept of two-way communication using multiple
CubeSats, one ground station, and existing ship’s equipment. In addition, with the outcome of this
project will dovetail into the CubeSat technology roadmap to support the most pressing USCG mission
needs being developed under the MC3 project. This collaboration could significantly augment the
operations capacity of the USCG in the Arctic marine environment, while providing UAF and the
Arctic Domain Awareness Center access to the growing network of MC3 ground stations.
Anticipated Budget
$180,000 — $200,000 per year for two years
Project reviewed and entered into ADAC White Paper Master Log.
10 March 2017 by Executive Director, Randy (Church) Kee.
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